**Accommodation:**

We made pre-reservations at two hotels (with university rate)

**Hotel Palais Strudlhof**, which is about 15 - 20 min walk from Josephinum:
http://www.sotour.at/wien/hotel-palais-strudlhof/
Single room: 84.-- € and double: 90.-- € (breakfast included)
Pasteurgasse 1
1090 Wien
Tel.: 01/3192522
Map: g.co/maps/7cd89
For reservations please get in touch with Mrs. Geraldine Rainer:
geraldine.rainer@strudlhof.at
and mention the reference: "Baroque Bodies"

**MotelOne**, a recently opened excellent budget hotel close to the railway station "Westbahnhof", which can be reached directly from the airport. It takes about 15 - 20 min to Josephinum by public transport:
http://www.motel-one.com/de/hotels/wien.html
Single room: 70.-- € and double: 85.-- € (breakfast included)
Europaplatz 3
1150 Wien
Tel.: 01/359350
Map: g.co/maps/fzdty
For reservations please send your inquiries to:
sales.wien-westbahnhof@motel-one.com
and mention the reference: "Baroque Bodies"

We have arranged with both hotels, that the participants of the conference will book their room on their own, so that also longer stays or double rooms for accompanied guests can be organised. This could be a good occasion to combine the conference with a bit of holiday & sightseeing in Vienna, by arriving some days earlier or leaving a bit later. As this is peak season in Vienna (which has peak season most of the year) this is a quite economic way of getting a good accommodation at a good rate and passing some fine days in Vienna, which is quite charming at that time of the year. However we would suggest to make your reservation quite soon, so that you can be sure to "get what you want", as there are lots of tourists in Vienna (not only) at that time of the year and it is not so very easy to get rooms for your preferred dates. In any case the hotels will keep the pre - reservations only until 31.7.2012.

So please think about your possible "time- out" and whom you might take with you and make your reservation according to your preferences quite soon. Please inform the hotel of your choice that you are participating in the conference at Josephinum, organised by the Medical University of Vienna mentioning the reference "Baroque Bodies".
Public transport in Vienna:

In order to use public transport in Vienna you will have to buy tickets for “Wiener Linien”. There are various means of transport (underground, tram, busses), for which you only need these tickets (http://www.wienerlinien.at/eportal/ep/home.do?tabId=0)

A single ticket (1.80.-- €) covers a complete ride with various means of transport in one direction. If you intend to use public transport quite often during your stay in Vienna, it makes sense to check the various offers for reduced tickets on the homepage of “Wiener Linien”, which is mentioned above. The “Vienna Card” for tourists might be of special interest as it includes a 72 hours ticket and several quite convenient reductions at various museums: (http://www.wienerlinien.at/eportal/ep/programView.do?pageTypeId/10220/programId/11065/contentTypeId/1001/channelId/-17256.)

Motel One to Josephinum (ca. 20 min.):
- U6 (direction „Floridsdorf“) - exit „Volksoper“
- Tram line: 40, 41 or 42 (direction „Schottenfur“) – get out at „Sensengasse“ (second stop) or „Schwarspanierstrasse“ (third stop)
How to get to Vienna:

By train:

At the moment there are two main railway stations in Vienna “Südbahnhof” and “Westbahnhof”. As MotelOne is located directly at “Westbahnhof” it would be most convenient to use a connection, which arrives at “Westbahnhof”. For further information and online reservations of tickets it might be helpful to check the homepage of the Austrian National Railway services “ÖBB”: http://www.oebb.at/en/index.jsp

By plane:

Vienna International Airport:

For a quite economic flight, but good service we recommend to book so called "red tickets" from Austrian Airlines, as they have excellent offers, especially for quite early bookings: http://www.austrian.com/?cc=AT&sc_lang=de

With Austrian you will arrive at Vienna International Airport (“Schwechat Airport”, http://www.viennaairport.com/) from where you have several possibilities of transfers to Vienna.

Bratislava Airport:

Low cost carriers like Ryanair arrive at the airport of Bratislava and it takes about one hour by bus to get to Vienna. These busses arrive at “Erdberg - Vienna International Busterminal”(http://www.eurolines.at/de/home/buchen/vib/). From this bus stop the underground line U 3 goes directly to MotelOne. (U 3 Stop "Westbahnhof") Underground lines run 24 hours.

Timetables Bratislava Airport – Vienna:
http://www.postbus.at/en/Airportbus/Airport_bus_Bratislava/index.jsp

Information on busses:

Transfers:

Vienna International Airport I:

- CAT (City Airport Train, http://www.cityairporttrain.com/) – to railway station “Landstrasse”
  One-Way ........9. -- €
  Return ticket...16.-- €

  Reduced ( e.g. with Vienna Card):
  One-Way ........8. -- €
  Return ticket...15.-- €

  By using CAT at your departure, you can check in already at the terminal at “Landstrasse”

  From “Landstrasse” you will have to take the underground line U 3 (Wiener Linien) to get to “Westbahnhof” directly
- **Wiener Linien**  
  One-Way ....1,80 €  
  24 hours ..... 5,70 €  
  48 hours ....10.-- €  
  72 hours ....13,60 €

In total one way: 14,70 € - 22.60 €

**Vienna International Airport II:**

- „Schnellbahn“ – to railway station „Landstrasse“  
  One Way ... 5.-- € (only one way tickets available)

  From “Landstrasse” you will have to take the underground line U 3 (Wiener Linien) to get to “Westbahnhof” directly

- **Wiener Linien**  
  One-Way ....1,80 €  
  24 hours ..... 5,70 €  
  48 hours ....10.-- €  
  72 hours ....13,60 €

In total one way: 10,70 € - 18,60 €

**Vienna International Airport III:**

- Vienna Airport Lines (Bus) - Westbahnhof,  
  [http://www.postbus.at/en/Airportbus/Vienna_AirportLines/index.jsp](http://www.postbus.at/en/Airportbus/Vienna_AirportLines/index.jsp)  
  One-Way ... 7.-- €  
  Return ticket...12.-- €

  *Theses tickets are not valid for „Wiener Linien“, so you will have to buy separate ones for the following days in order to get to Josephinum from MotelOne*

- **Wiener Linien**  
  One-Way ....1,80 €  
  24 hours ..... 5,70 €  
  48 hours ....10.-- €  
  72 hours ....13,60 €

In total: 12,70 € - 20,60 €

**Vienna International Airport IV:**

- Airport Driver - recommended taxi as it has fixed prices for any destination in Vienna  
  (Hotel Strudelhof as well as MotelOne), reservations can be made online,  
  One Way, up to 4 persons ... 32.-- €  
  One Way, up to 8 persons... 47.-- €

If you need any help please get in touch with Paul Zogmann:  
[paul.zogmann@meduniwien.ac.at](mailto:paul.zogmann@meduniwien.ac.at)